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note on mtench topical cartography in africa

(by P. Joly)

(Senior Research Worker, National Scientific Research Centre, Paris)

French cartography in Africa, both in the furtherance of topographical

coverage and in "geographic" or "topical" cartography, has since the end of

the war been particularly noteworthy. Local additions to this rich documenta

tion have consisted of the planning and more or less partial compilation of

atlases, whether or not they come under the category of national atlases

recommended by the competent committee of the International Geographic

Union. Although still incomplete these experiments nevertheless open up

interesting prospects for the future.

Cartographic series and various separate maps

Topographical maps

I do not intend to describe here the progress of French topographical

cartography in Africa3 but only to point out that it is at the base of any

worthwhile topical cartography. The regional geographic services of North

Africa, French West Africa, lirench Equatorial Africa and Madagascar, and

the geographic services of the young independent States, co-ordinated by

the National Geographic Institute at Paris and benefiting from an ever

widening aerial coverage, have produced and are continuing to produoe as

quiokly as possible medium-scale maps (1:50,000 and 1:1,000,000 of Algeria,

Tunisia and Morocco, West Africa, Central Africa and Madagascar) and small-

scale maps (ls200s000 of West and Central Africa and of the Sahara). From

our point of view, however, the main work has been the preparation and

publication of over-all maps from which most of the bases used for topical

maps are derived (1:500,000 of North Africa and Madagascar; 1:1,000,000

over the whole African territory; 1:2,000,000 of North Africa, Madagascar,

and Cameroun; general 1:500,000 of Africa).

Geographic maps

"Geographic" or "topical" cartography has been treated by numerous

individual research workers; either in theses for doctorates or in various
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(Rabat), the Oil Research Offxoe V^ans;, ^

L^oan S0ien,ifi0 Xn-Utuf, th.— of Ba.a.an Hesea,o ^
Scientific Reseat Institute of Madagascar, th. Cartograp^o Bervx e

th. Govern.ent General of AXgeria, th. Bocu-nentation Divie.on c, ^e

»~™«nB. du Conseil (Paris), and t.e Office for Cerseas -«

Technical Research ^RSTOM). ^ging ^ the publications of

:r::

scale than study of the human environment..

A." "-.T-rT"" gWv Of the °atury^ena£SBBSB*
+ ionQ-- nnrtiallY covered hy medium and

Most African countries are at leas, partially

nr.:::

1,200,000 relate to North Africa, the northern Sahara, the Ivory

and cLeroun. Finally, ^ench geologists have taken an acUve part

preparing'the international 1 = 5,000,000 geological map of Afnca.

' On the'hasis of, or coveting., these maps, isolated and more specialised
JLt .ave conlentrated on tectonic .aps (at X.2 500.000J- --scar),

T?OO 000 in Morocco , hydrogeologxcal maps Aat ,
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General Atlases

There is no French atlas devoted solely to Africa? but this continent

naturally occupies a very large place in the Atlas of French Colonies

published in Paris in 1934 *y the Societe' d-editeurs Geographiques, Marttimes

et Coloniales (Society of Geographical, Maritime and Colonial Publications)

under the supervision of G. Grandidier. The atlas is in one volume, in-folio,

of 146 pages, with text and diagrams, and 39 map plates in colour. In it

North Africa has "been covered at 1:1,000,000 by E.F. Gautier; Black Africa

at Is3,000,000 by H. Hubert and G. Bruel; and Madagascar at 1:1,500,000 by

G. Grandidier and L. Ph. May. The maps are very clear and descriptive;

topographically and toponymically they are still very useful; from the

economic and human points of vie* they are obviously out of date.

Atlas of Algeria and Tunisia

Although already old, mention must be made of an important atlas

which prepared the way for more modern productions. It is the Atlas of

Ai^i, and Tunisia by A. Bernard and R. de Flotte de Roquevaire, published

in Algiers before the Second World War and consisting of double plates, m-

folio, with a text and coloured maps. Planned as far back as 1910, the

atlas appeared in sections from 1925 to 1932. The aim was to present a

graphic synthesis of information acquired regarding the physical, demographic

and economic phenomena of Algeria and Tunisia. The scale chosen for the

main maps - 1:1,500,000 - is well suited to a clear presentation and to

comparison of the variouB phenomena studied; complementary factB are represented

in some reductions and some enlargements. The deacriptive text, which xs

both full and sound, is accompanied by numerous sketches, profiles, graphs

and diagrams. The atlas is of course, out of date and even some of the

physical plates are of no more than historical value.

The experiment of the Atlas of Algeria and Tunisia has not so far been

repeated in this region. But it has been completed by a work of smaller

proportions for the South, the Atlas regional des departements Saharans

(Regional Atlas of the Saharan Departments), published in l?60 by the Inter-

army General Staff in Algeria. Planned within the administrative boundarxes

of each circle, it includes 15 studies comprising statistical and meteorologi

cal data, and annotated maps of the physical environment, of population

settlements, ways of life and communications.
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Finally, I would draw attention to a somewhat special historical

atlas, the Atla^J^^cen^r^tion^Roniaines de Tunisia (Atlas of the Eoma

Centuriations of Tunisia) published by the Institut Geographic National

in 1954. This atlas shows in 44 topographical sheets at 1:50,000 and on a

general plate at l:5C0r0OO5 superimposad on the relief of Tunisia, the

soil utilisation plan as drawn by the Roman surveyors and as plotted from

the study of aerial photographs.

Atlas of Morocco

It is in Morocco that since the war the publication of atlases has

shown' the greatest progress, This is evidence of the remarkable advance

made in the geographical knowledge of :Lo count— -^ nv " .^ of. a

deliberate slanting of studies and research work towards a cartographic
expression of the results.

Since 1948 the development and agricultural engineering service of the

Division of Agriculture, Commerce and Forests,, has published, under the

title Moroccan Monograph Atlas, several fascicles, of varying size and

layout, containing maps, diagrams and statistical tables on the physical,

equipment and development conditions of the regions studied; the region

of Fes, Srarhna-Zemrane, the -ao,. P,,:^ thc ,e^n Qf ^^ala.Abda. ^,n

and eastern Morocco. In 195C the same service published a Moroccan

Agricultural Atlas, in 45 sheets, in-folio including 40 coloured maps,

"based on statistic;, for the period 1941-1948. Some presentation piateE

(relief, rain, demography) referring to the wnole country, are- followed b;y
general information plates showing the distribution and size of the various

agricultural enterprises in Morocco (w sown with corn, livestock, arbori

culture) and Plates shoving climate, average areas under cultivation, animal
breeding and arboriculture in each of the seve, la:^e regions into which
the country was then divided,

The Atlas of Morocco, prepared and being published■by the Geography

Committee of ilorocco, is a national atlas, l:,ke the Atlas of France, the

Atlas of Belgium, and the like. It is composed of ln-folio maps accompanied

by explanatory texts.in the form of illustrated br.chures in-octavo of
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in 4 sheets, or of 1,2,000,000 on on, sheet. Snail sketches or raaps o..

various scales cover complementary pher.oo.ena. The general plan includes
11 sections (introduction, physical features of the glohe and - oorology,

Seology; relief, hu,an geography, economic geography and regional geog a y

Lh Lping several plate,. The following have appeared: a—£;^
tions, at 1=2,000,000, salt waters at 1=2,000,000; forests at

diseases, 4 «P- at 1:4,000;000; rural European far,ns at ™>"».™
and goat .reeding at 1 = 2,000,000; heef, pig, camel and horse hre.,d»

, . 4- 1.0 nnn non- railways at 1:^j
at 1:4,000,0001 cattle markets at 1^2,000,000, railway

deposits.

of Cameroun

Ca-nerou, is alao a national atlas. The first part of theThe Atlas of Ca-nerou, is alao a national atlas.

at Taounde. It includes fascicles on essential physical data nd v^
+ ti 000 000, in two sheets; climatology, m two plates

- ^ mnM will examine economic phenomena and regional sxtuations
phenomena; xater maps wilo. examine

P1a.ns and prospects

Hany 0th6r .o*- are stiU at the planning stage, heing studied or even

in process of preparation. Among the most i.portant, .ent.on^^^

of a general and international atlas of ^^XZ
which geographers fro, the French Institute for 3, ^ Afr

spea.ing States of ,est Africa vill Participate u,der the gu.da.ce of

-Th. Konod- An atlas of the Ivcry Coa^t i3 aloe c,n^mPlated,

Ul these undertakings should he encoura.ed and even £J^
production of ^tional atlases Will he particularly valuable n - ^
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containing scientific information on scales of 1:1,000,000, 1:2,000,000

or Is3,000,000, depending on the extent of the territories. Their prepara

tion would necessitate original detailed studies and research work in. the

field and on aerial photographs. These are long-term works which can only

be produced very slowly and very progressively. While awaiting these

collections, however, plans could be made for the fairly rapid publication

of more modest maps of a size more easily handled on a smaller scale, some

what like school atlases but fuller, more detailed and better planned. It

would be a question in a way of providing a complete cartographic description

of each country from the already numerous documents available nearly every

where, a sort of graphic presentation of knowledge acquired, showing what

ia already known about these regions. I personally have suggested that

such praotioal atlases should be prepared for Morocco and Tunisia.

That would, at a turning point in the history of Africa, be a singularly

useful task to undertake, and one which would make a useful contribution,

towards proving that, parallel with the text, cartography can be an excellent

and convenient rne^ns of promoting research and of setting forth, in all

their complexity, data relating to the geography of regions and the development

of territories.




